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Onset of dynamo action in an axisymmetric flow
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Institute of Geophysics, University of Go¨ttingen, Herzberger Landstraße 180, 37075 Go¨ttingen, Germany

~Received 25 February 2002; published 26 July 2002!

Peffley, Cawthorne, and Lathrop@Phys. Rev. E61, 5287~2000!# have reported on an experiment using liquid
sodium, which studies the approach toward a self-generating dynamo. Their results challenge the traditional
views of kinematic dynamo theory because~i! the modes of the magnetic field with the smallest decay rates
appear to be nearly axisymmetric and~ii ! the observed decay rates vary spatially. This report shows how these
observations can be reconciled with kinematic dynamo theory.
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As part of an international effort to reproduce the dyna
effect on a laboratory scale~see Ref.@1# for a review! Peffley
et al. @2# have recently started an experimental investigat
of a class of flows originally studied numerically by Dudle
and James@3#. Similar flows are currently under study b
other groups as well@4,5#. These flows exist in a sphere an
are axisymmetric with a velocity fieldv represented in
spherical polar coordinates (r ,q,w) by

v5e“3“3 f p~r !P2~cosq! r̂1“3 f t~r !P2~cosq! r̂,
~1!

where P2(cosq) is the second Legendre polynomial andr̂
the unit position vector. For suitable choices of the coe
cient e and the radial profilesf p(r ) and f t(r ), there exist
solutions growing in time of the induction equation for th
magnetic fieldB(r,t):

]

]t
B1Rm“3~B3v !5“

2B. ~2!

All variables in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are nondimensional. Rm i
the magnetic Reynolds number given by Rm5VL/h, where
V andL are the velocity and length scales of the flow, andh
is the magnetic diffusivity of the conducting fluid.

If v is independent of time, solutions of Eq.~2! can be
expressed as a superposition of eigenmodes that have
form B5B0(r)elt with the growth ratel. According to
Cowling’s theorem there is no axisymmetricB0(r) for which
Re$l%.0.

An awkward linguistic detail bedevils every presentati
on kinematic dynamo theory. The word ‘‘decay rate’’ des
nates2l. Suppose two different modes have growth ra
l1 andl2. Mode 1 is then said to have the larger decay r
if Re$l1%,Re$l2%, i.e., if mode 1 has the smaller growt
rate.

The experiment in Ref.@2# approximates a flow as de
scribed by Eq.~1! by driving liquid sodium in a sphere with
two counter-rotating propellers. The axisymmetry of the th
oretical model is broken in the experiment by turbulent flu
tuations. Even the time averaged flow is not axisymme
because of baffles running from pole to equator in e
hemisphere, which are intended to promote the polo
component of the velocity field. There is no quantitative
formation available about the velocity field but the small s
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of the baffles~5% of the sphere diameter! suggests that the
nonaxisymmetric components should be small compare
the axisymmetric component of the time averaged veloc
field.

The Rm reached in the experiment is insufficient to obt
self-excitation of the magnetic field. The approach to t
critical Rm is diagnosed by applying an external magne
field either parallel or perpendicular to the propeller axes a
by observing the decay ofB after the external field has bee
switched off. The radial component of the magnetic field
measured by an array of Hall probes placed on a ring coa
with the axis of symmetry of the flow. The decay rates of t
nonaxisymmetric fields excited by an external field perp
dicular to the axis of symmetry increase with increasing R
~Fig. 6 of Ref.@2#!. On the other hand, a field parallel to th
shafts excites predominantly axisymmetric modes. The
cay rate of these modes decreases with increasing Rm u
the highest Rm reached in the experiment. Extrapolation
the experimental curve to higher Rm predicts that the gro
rate will become positive at sufficiently high Rm~around
160!. Peffleyet al. concluded that nonaxisymmetric comp
nents in their flow must be essential to the dynamo mec
nism because an axisymmetric velocity field generates a
namo field without any axisymmetric component accord
to kinematic dynamo theory.

The second experimental finding of relevance here is
apparent spatial variability of the decay rates. Surprising
different decay rates of the magnetic field are measure
different locations. It is not surprising that different dec
rates are measured from pulse to pulse if the external m
netic pulse is repeatedly applied to a turbulent flow. Ho
ever, if the decaying field following a single pulse corr
sponds to the eigenmode of Eq.~2! with the smallest decay
rate, one expects to find one single decay rate at all posit
after an initial transient. The value of that decay rate depe
on the actual shape of the~time dependent! velocity field
during the decay.

Sweetet al. @6# have attempted to interpret these results
terms of blowout bifurcations. But the computations in R
@6# are only for magnetic Reynolds numbers close to critic
whereas the experiment has been far below critical~see be-
low!. In addition, the blowout bifurcation scenario does n
make any predictions on spatial correlations.

It will be shown in this paper that the experimental da
are nonetheless compatible with the assumption that glo
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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magnetic eigenmodes of an axisymmetric velocity field
observed. A model based on kinematic dynamo theory re
duces the experimental findings if one assumes that a su
position of eigenmodes is excited by the combined effec
the external field and turbulent fluctuations.

In order to make the connection with kinematic dynam
calculations similar to those of Dudley and James@3# have
been repeated for magnetic fields with azimuthal wave nu
bersm equal to 0, 1, 2, and 3. Components with differentm
decouple in an axisymmetric flow and can therefore be
vestigated separately. The same numerical method as in
@7# has been used to integrate the induction equation~2! in a
spherical shell with inner and outer radiir i andr o such that
r i51/9 andr o5r i11. The inner core and the outer regio
are assumed to be vacuum. The presence of the small i
core ~which occupies 0.1% of the volume enclosed by t
outer sphere! facilitates the numerical computation and h
no noteworthy influence on the results. The qualitative
sults of interest here do not depend on the particular ch
of the radial profiles in Eq.~1!. Figures 1 and 2 have bee
computed for

f t~r !5r~12r!sin~pr!, f p~r !5r f t~r !, r5~r 2r i !.
~3!

Figures 1 and 2 are fore50.25 and 0.1, respectively. Th
casee50.1 is not a dynamo up to Rm5300. The growth
rates in these examples are all purely real. In the following
is understood that the eigenvaluesl are real numbers.

FIG. 1. The growth ratel, normalized with the free decay rat
l r for m50 ~continuous line! andm51 ~dashed line!. The velocity
field is given by Eq.~1! with e50.25 and the radial functions~3!.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but fore50.1.
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While Cowling’s theorem excludes axisymmetric dynam
fields, it makes no statement on the behavior of axisymm
ric fields below onset. In Figs. 1 and 2 and all other inves
gated cases, the axisymmetric mode has a smaller decay
than them51 mode for small Rm. The growth rate of th
m50 mode is never greater than zero as required by Co
ing’s theorem. The growth rate of them51 mode first de-
creases with increasing Rm. If the velocity field is a dynam
that growth rate eventually increases and becomes pos
for sufficiently large Rm.

Figures 1 and 2 are to be compared with Fig. 6 of Peffl
et al. @2#. Applying an external field parallel or perpendicul
to the symmetry axis excites predominantlym50 or m51
modes, respectively. It is thus perfectly compatible with t
numerical results that the growth rate of modes excited by
axisymmetric external field increases as a function of R
No nonaxisymmetric features of the flow need to be invok
The simulations are also in agreement with the fact that
growth rate of the fields excited by a pulse applied perp
dicular to the axis of symmetry decreases as a function
Rm at low Rm. In order to achieve dynamo action, it will b
necessary to reach high enough values of Rm so that
latter growth rate increases as a function of Rm and fina
becomes positive. It is therefore impossible to deduce
critical Rm from Fig. 6 of Peffleyet al. @2# for the flow
realized in their experiment.

The growth rates for them52 andm53 modes are not
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 because they have much larger a
lute values than form50 and 1. Consider, for instance, th
free decay rates that correspond to the case Rm50. The free
decay rate form50 and 1 modes,l r , is equal tol r5
27.99. The free decay rates are 2.05l r for m52 and 3.37l r
for m53. For Rm,80, the growth rate for them52 and 3
modes stays within 20% of the corresponding free de
rate.

Consider now the spatial dependence of the decay rat
the experimental sequence of applying an external fie
switching it off, and observing the field’s decay, is repea
numerically for an axisymmetric velocity field, one finds
course the same decay rate at every position after an in
transient. However, the experimental flow is turbulent a
only its time average is axisymmetric. If an axisymmet
external field is applied to such a flow, fields of all azimuth
wave numbers will be excited. The eigenmodes of any
stantaneous realization of the turbulent velocity field is
superposition of modes of the axisymmetric flow field~1!.
During the decay of the magnetic field, the form of th
eigenmodes apparently does not change significantly bec
otherwise the decay curves recorded by the Hall pro
would not be nearly exponential. The correlation time of t
eddies responsible for the mode mixing seems to be at l
as long as the decay time of the magnetic field. In the pres
model, we will assume that the eigenmodes remain unm
fied during the decay phase. The variations of the experim
tally observed decay rates with Rm resembles the nume
results so that it is plausible to assume that every insta
neous eigenmode is close to an eigenmode of the time a
aged flow and has nearly the same decay rate. In the foll
ing, no distinction will be made between a mode of a giv
4-2
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m of the axisymmetric flow and the corresponding mode
any realization of the turbulent flow that has small adm
tures of differentm. Because the mixed modes do not hav
well defined symmetry, the axisymmetric external field e
cites a superposition of them. When the field is switched
one observes a superposition of the decay rates of the va
modes.

This decay has been followed during roughly three f
decay times 1/ul r u in the experiment. The decay rates of t
modes withm50,1, and 2 are all close enough so that t
eigenmodes cannot properly separate during the perio
observation. As an example, let us consider the superp
decay of the most slowly decaying modes withm50 and
m52 ~whose decay rates differ approximately by a factor
2!. A semilogarithmic plot ofe2t1e22t for 0<t<3 still
looks reasonably close to a straight line. This will be truea
fortiori for a superposition ofm50 andm51 modes whose
decay rates differ less. The decay curves observed ex
mentally are presumably not strictly exponential but a sup
position of several exponentials.

In an axisymmetric flow, all eigenvalues are infinitely d
generate because every eigenmode can be rotated by a
bitrary angle about the axis of symmetry to yield anoth
eigenmode with the same eigenvalue. Let us assume tha
experimental flow is axisymmetric if averaged over tim
Because of turbulent fluctuations, every realization of an
ternal axisymmetric pulse excites a superposition of mo
whose phase angles are randomly and equally distrib
over the interval@0,2p#. A Hall probe on the exterior of the
sodium container therefore registers a different apparent
cay rate from pulse to pulse, but the histogram of these
fective decay rates is the same for any Hall probe in
axisymmetric array as was used in the experiment.

This picture is further supported by the correlation me
surements reported in Fig. 9 of Peffleyet al. @2#. Decay rates
measured by two Hall probes are decorrelated if the
probes are separated by roughly 90° but the correlation
creases again for probes separated by 180°. Since thm
51 modes are the slowest decaying nonaxisymme
modes, they will dominate the angular dependence of
decay rates. If anm51 mode makes a significant contribu
tion at the azimuthw, it also makes a significant contributio
at w1180° but negligible contributions atw690° because
the amplitude of anm51 mode varies ineimw.

This argument will now be made more precise. For
purpose of this paper, it is more important to reduce
number of adjustable parameters than to produce an acc
fit. We therefore limit ourselves to modes withm50 and
m51. The temporal variation of the radial component of t
magnetic field observed by a Hall probe at positionw is
given by

Br~w,t !}el0t1a cos~w2w1!el1t. ~4!

l0 andl1 are the growth rates of the modes withm50 and
m51 andw1 fixes the orientation of them51 mode with
respect to the Hall probes. The coefficienta gives the ampli-
tude of them51 mode in comparison with them50 mode.

We definep, the ‘‘apparent’’ growth rate ofBr as
01730
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p~w!5 ln
Br~w,t51!

Br~w,t50!
. ~5!

For simplicity, we assume thata is identical from pulse to
pulse, but thatw1 is randomly distributed. The ensemble a
erage of the growth rate,^p&, is then obtained by an averag
over w1 and is independent ofw:

^p&5
1

2pE dw1p5
1

2pE dw1

el01a cos~w2w1!el1

11a cos~w2w1!
.

~6!

With the same definition of the average^•••& one can com-
pute the correlation functionC:

C~u!5
^@p~w!2^p&#@p~w2u!2^p&#&

^@p~w!2^p&#2&
. ~7!

Figure 3 showsC(u) for one set of parameters. As ex
pected, the correlation first decreases as a function ofu and
is zero foru'75°. The absolute value ofC then increases
again and reaches a local maximum atu5180°. The entire
curve is symmetric such thatC(u)5C(2u).

Figure 9 of Ref.@2# does not showC(u) but a ‘‘regression
coefficient.’’ The regression coefficient carries, however
similar information asC(u). According to Fig. 9, correlation
in the experiment is least foru'120° and the correlation
increases only slightly in going fromu5120° to u5180°.
There is little doubt that these quantitative aspects could
reproduced in the model by introducing more adjustable
rameters through a probability distribution fora and modes
with higher m. The quantityC(u) could also be extracted
from the experimental data and would allow a better co
parison with the model presented here.

The numerical results suggest directions for future exp
mental work. It is obviously important to better characteri
the time averaged velocity field so that decay rates predic
numerically on the basis of an experimentally determin
flow field can be compared with experimental decay rates
addition, the interpretation in terms of global magne
eigenmodes advocated here can be tested as follows: Ins
of determining a decay rate from a local measurement,
can use the Fourier transform with respect tow of the signals
of the entire array of Hall probes. One then obtains Fou

FIG. 3. C(u) for l0520.8, l1521.2, anda50.9. The values
for l0 andl1 are taken from Fig. 6 of Ref.@2# for Rm around 40.
4-3
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coefficients for different azimuthal wave numbersm that de-
cay in time. These decay rates should correspond to the
cay rates of modes withm50,1, . . . irrespective of whether
they have been excited by an axisymmetric field or a fi
perpendicular to the axis of the experiment. The ratio of
Fourier coefficients is also a measure of the coefficiena
used above.

Peffleyet al. @2# have also studied spectra of time ser
of magnetic field recorded at a fixed position. These spe
carry the imprint of the Kolmogorov spectrum of the veloc
01730
e-

d
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field. According to the picture delineated in this paper, t
role of these small scale turbulent fluctuations for the d
namo effect at subcritical magnetic Reynolds numbers is
duced to mixing different modes that are decoupled in
axisymmetric time independent flow. The behavior of t
magnetic field on the time scale of the free decay time a
the length scale of the sodium container is still well d
scribed by kinematic dynamo theory applied to an axisy
metric laminar flow, which is actually reassuring for anyo
involved in designing dynamo experiments.
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